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Questions Addressed	

1.  Why should we be concerned that handwriting goals have 

been left behind in the Common Core Standards?	

2.  What is handwriting?	

3.  Why is handwriting important? 	

4.  How can educators facilitate handwriting development?	




Why Concerned ���
Handwriting Left Behind	


•  Writing Standards K to 5 should avoid the wars 
that plagued reading and writing over skills versus 
meaning/problem solving	


•  In 1960’s and 1970’s writing instruction 
overemphasized handwriting and spelling and 
neglected composing.	


•  In 1980’s and 1990’s process writing introduced 
composing and neglected handwriting and 
spelling. 	




Why Concerned ���
Handwriting Left Behind	


•  Common Core Standards in Writing K to 5 focus 
on composing, in keeping with process writing, 
but do not mention handwriting.	


•  Yet handwriting is the tool that enables 
composing.	


•  Assessment research shows that individual 
differences in handwriting predict amount and 
quality of composing (Refs 1, 2)	




Why Concerned ���
Handwriting Left Behind	


•  Evidence-based instruction teaches handwriting as a tool to 
support spelling and composing. Research shows children 
benefit from teaching  handwriting, spelling, and 
composing skills in integrated fashion close in time. (Refs 
3 and 4)	


•  Paint brush: Artistic expression::	

     Handwriting: Written expression 	

     Analogy by Kristen Begay University of Washington	

     research assistant in early intervention studies in schools	

     for writing	




Idea Generation in Developing 
Writers: Don’t Leave Out Art 	


                                     Michael Dunn, a writing researcher from	

                                             Nova Scotia and avid photographer, who is	

                                             an Associate Professor, Washington State	

                                             University, has shown that incorporating art	

                                             in writing promotes better writing in at-risk. 	

                                             writers.   	

                                                         Dunn, M., & Finley, S. (2008). 	

                                                        Thirsty Thinkers: A workshop for 	

                                                        artists and writers. Journal of Reading 

Education, 33(2), 28-36	


•   	

•  , ,                              33, 28-36. 	




Standards without Flexibility for Individual 
Differences and Developmental Steppingstones���

 Lead to Unfair Blaming of Teachers	


– We should not lose sight of the important role of the 
teacher in implementing these practices (the 
professional craft and art of putting research into 
practice and connecting interpersonally with 
students). 	


– Teachers, like the low man on the totem pole who is 
the most important in native culture, are truly the 
most important persons in helping all students reach 
the common standards in writing.  	




Inspiration: Yes We Can Prevent and Treat Written 
Expression Problems Due to Handwriting (Ref. 20)	


•  At age 50 Sequoyah, an illiterate, physically handicaped 
man, invented an alphabet for the Cherokee language; thus 
the Cherokee are one of the few indigenous peoples with a 
written language. 	


•  If this gentle giant for whom the redwoods in CA are 
named could do this, surely we can do a better job in 
teaching all the skills including handwriting and 
keyboarding needed for written expression of ideas.	




Solution to Writing Standards	


•  Solution: Create standards that teach all 
levels of language (letter writing, word 
spelling, text composing close in time) and 
teach for transfer from letters to words and 
to text. 	


•  Research shows that such an approach 
works and leads to improved	

Composing andWord Reading (Ref  5)	




What Is Handwriting? 	


•  Handwriting is partly a motor skill but not 
only a motor skill. (Ref 6)	


•  Letter forms stored and processed in 
working memory (temporary memory that 
supports language learning and use) also 
play a role. (Ref 6)	




What Is Handwriting? 	


ORTHOGRAPHIC LOOP  (Ref 7) from 	

• the MIND’S EYE (where letters and written 
words are stored and processed in working 
memory) to 	

• the MOVING HAND/FINGERS	




Handwriting is producing letters to support writing 
words, syntax, and text to transform ideas into 

written language.  ���



What Is Effective ���
Handwriting Instruction? 	


Needs to Teach These Orthographic Loop Functions	

•  Finding (accessing) letter forms in ordered alphabet 

series in long-term memory	

•  Planning the ordered sequence of strokes to form the 

letter	

•  Executing the plan so that the formed letter is legible 

(recognized by others) and automatic (requiring 
minimal working memory resources)	




Developmental Steppingstones Key to Reaching 
Standards at Transition to Schooling  (Ref 16)	


•  Writing begins when infant (about 10 months) 
uses writing tool and leaves visible trace (Eleanor 
Gibson) 	


•  Monitor and stimulate motor development from 
infancy through preschool years: fisting; pincer 
grip; use writing tools (e.g. crayon) to scribble, 
imitate vertical and horizontal strokes and copy 
lines, circles, squares; play with playdough or 
clay for strength; do mazes for motor control	




Goal 1Evidence-Based Handwriting Instruction to 
Meet Developmental Steppingstones in Kdg (Ref 16)	


Teach Integrated Letter Form Writing and 
Naming (Retrieval Cue) 	


Goal: Accurate and legible letter production (so 
others can recognize the letter).	


Method: (Ref  16) 	

•  Teacher models sequence of motor acts. Child observes 

and imitates.	

•  Child traces over letter with eraser end of pencil before 

writing the letter while naming it.	

•  Child copies letters and names letters.	




Goal 2 Evidence-Based Handwriting Instruction to 
Meet Developmental Milestones in 1st Grade (Refs 5, 16)	


•  To overcome drawing letters and develop automatic letter 
writing, teach consistent plan with numbered arrow cues 
to practice each letter alphabet letter every day (in different 
order each day): Study numbered arrow cues to learn the 
sequence, close eyes and visualize the letter in the mind’s 
eye, write the letter from memory, compare to model. 
Teacher provides name cues at each stage of process. 	


•  Always teach for transfer—follow letter writing practice 
with composing on a teacher-provided prompt using 
Katahira’s strategy for “What I Think, I Can Say, What I 
Say, I Can Write,”and share writing with peers (social 
context of written communication). 	




Goal 3 Evidence-Based Handwriting Instruction to 
Meet Developmental Milestones in 2nd and 3rd Grade���

 (Refs 17 and 18)	


Goal 3 Teach for Letter Retrieval from long-term 
memory 	


•  Write each letter of alphabet from dictation 	

•  Writing letters that come before (e.g., c, x, m, j, t) 

and after (e.g., a, l, p, f, q) other letters in 
alphabetic order	




Goal 4 Evidence-Based Handwriting 
Instruction to Meet Developmental Milestones 

in 4th Grade and Above (Ref 19)	

Goal 4  Strategies for self-monitoring of letter legibility 

and handwriting tune-ups for automaticity as part of 
comprehensive writing program	


•  Ask students to exchange papers and circle all the 
letters they cannot recognize in others’ writing 	


•  Then ask students to fix the circled letters in their 
own writing	


•  Guide group discussion about the common 
handwriting demons and how to avoid them	




Handwriting Contrast during fMRI���
Richards et al. (2011) (Ref 8)	


Target Task: Write ball and stick a (circle with half 
vertical line to right; not as produced here by word 
processor) repeatedly with wooden stylus.	


Control Task: Draw circle with stick under it. 	

Tasks were equated  in terms of motor components 
(handwriting strokes), but novel combination was 
not as well rehearsed as the letter form. 	




Do Children with and without Dysgraphia 
differ in writing novel letter-like forms? 	


Imaged brains while children wrote with wooden 
stylus on book on their chest.	


Compared novel letter form (circle with line under 
it) to fixation (just rest) and then familiar letter 
form (manuscript printed a with circle and line to 
right with same component strokes) to fixation. 	


Scans for 5th graders without handwriting problems 
presented first, then with handwriting problems. 	






fMRI activation for task writing the letter “a”  > fixation for good writers (n=12) 



fMRI activation for task drawing a circle > fixation for poor writers (n=8) 



fMRI activation for task writing the letter “a”  > fixation for poor writers (n=8) 



Interpretation of Findings	


   For learning new letters, the good handwriters 
differed from poor handwriters in spatial extent 
(neural efficiency) of engaging brain regions 	


    but on the group maps not in any one specific 
brain region. 	




Familiar Automatic Letter versus ���
Novel Non-Automatic Letter Writing ���

•  Both good and poor writers activated robustly on group 
maps in left fusiform and individual brain analyses showed 
they differed significantly in the left fusiform.	


•  Based on individual brain activation, corrected for multiple 
comparisons, good and poor writers differed significantly 
in BOLD activation in Left Fusiform—a brain region 
associated with processing letter forms and orthographic 
written word forms. 	


•  They did not differ in a motor regions when contrast 
controlled for motor output for same strokes. 	


    Handwriting involves letter forms and not just motor 
output.	




Contrasting Modes of ���
Letter Production 	


How is handwriting different from keyboarding from an 
instructional perspective?	


•  Bimanual rather than unimanual (unless do hunt and 
peck with one hand)	


•  Select and press key with letter rather than form letter	

•  Visual feedback at far point/distance (on monitor) 

rather than near by point (on paper)	

•  Case may not match if choose lower case (all letters on 

keyboard in caps) pointed out by Kathleen Wright 	




Teach both handwriting and keyboarding 
explicitly within writers’ workshop. (Ref 9) 	




Contrasting Modes of ���
Letter Production 	


•  Need standards for both handwriting and 
keyboarding so that students can be 
bilingual by hand in the Information Age	


•  Need to take into account developmental 
stepping stones in learning these to express 
ideas in words, sentences, and text and also 
individual differences among students 	


•  (Ref 10) 	




Why Is Handwriting Important (Ref 11) 

Lessons from fMRI Finger Succession	

Target Task (sequential finger movements): steady 

repeated sequential tapping of thumb, index finger, 
middle finger, ring finger, and pinky for 30 sec (on 
book placed on chest)	


Control Task (non-sequential motor execution 
without sequential planning): steady repeated 
tapping of index finger only in same place for 30 
sec (on book placed on chest)	




Why Is Handwriting Important?	


•  Surprisingly, 5th graders without 
handwriting problems differed robustly 
from those with handwriting problems on a 
sequential finger tapping target task 
compared to a task requiring non-sequential 
finger tapping in brain regions associated 
with cognitive, metacognitive, working 
memory, and language   (Ref 11)	


•  The hand is truly an organ for engaging the 
mind and translating ideas into language! 	






Brain Regions Involved in ���
Serial Organization during Writing	


•     Behavioral measures of handwriting (alphabet 15 
seconds), dictated spelling, and composing all correlated 
significantly with 5 brain regions during the fMRI Finger 
Sequencing Contrast, controlled for motor output, on which 
good and poor writers differed.(Refs 12, 13)	


•    Gender Differences only in Left Superior Parietal often 
associated with Working Memory and Preparing Letters for 
Output (which correlated signficantly with automatic legible 
letter writing on alphabet 15 task—orthographic loop) (Ref 
11) May be related to FoxP2 gene (Ref 14) 	


•  Other Regions associated with phonological, morphological, 
or orthographic word form storage and processing (English is  
morphophonemic orthography learned by writing + reading).	




R. Inf. Temp.     R Inf. Front. Orb. L. Sup. Parietal      L. Inf. Temp. 

R. Precuneus 



On Finger Sequencing Contrast Robust fMRI 
Differences between Good and Poor Handwriters 	


•  Consistent with Lashley (1951) (Ref 15) : Serial 
organization underlies human cognition.	


        Handwriting: Writers sequence letter strokes.	

        Spelling:       Writers sequence letters.	

        Composing:  Writers sequence words/syntax, 	

                             discourse schema	

•  Marcel Marceau and August Rodin also knew the secret!	




                                                                             All Rodin images from���
                                                                             Wikipedia Free���
                                                                             Encyclopeida���
                                                                             Wikimedia Commons	


                                               The Thinker  	

                                               Auguste Rodin, 	

                                               1902	

                                               Bronze and	

                                               Marble	

                                                Paris,	

                                                Musée Rodin	




                                  Rodin  ���
                   Thought and The Secret	


Auguste Rodin: “My objective is 
to test to what extent my hands 
already feel what my eyes see.” 	




MovieMarcelMarceau.wmv	


MovieMarcelMarceau.wmv	



